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Abstract
The Supersymmetric Dual Sigma Model (SDSM) is a local field theory introduced to be nonlocally
equivalent to the Supersymmetric Chiral nonlinear σ-Model (SCM), this dual equivalence being proven
by explicit canonical transformation in tangent space. This model is here reconstructed in superspace
and identified as a chiral-entwined supersymmetrization of the Dual Sigma Model (DSM). This analysis
sheds light on the boson-fermion symphysis of the dual transition, and on the new geometry of the DSM.
1 Introduction and Conclusions
A long-standing broad question in field theory involves the equivalence of field theories which may appear
very different. Historically, physicists have been comfortable with local changes of field variables (as in the
Higgs mechanism) which correspond to point transformations in classical mechanics: these automatically
preserve the canonical structure of the theory, i.e. the Poisson Brackets, and the canonical commutators
upon quantization—all of which may also be addressed equivalently in the conventional functional integral
formalism.
A subtler issue arises, however, when nonlocal transformations are considered, which link two local field
theories. As a rule, nonabelian (t-)duality transformations in two dimensions (popular in string culture
[1, 2, 3]), which broadly map gradients to curls, hence waves to solitons, are of this type: equivalence results
when these are canonical1of the non-trivial type that mixes canonical momenta with field gradients, which
results in nonlocal maps. Conversely, failure of such transformations to preserve the canonical structure
leads to striking inequivalences in such theories, (cf. the PCM, a double limit contraction of the WZWN
σ-model, in [8, 9]).
1 i.e. preserve canonical commutation relations. Canonical transformations in quantum mechanics underlie Dirac’s path
integral formulation [4], and have been discussed extensively in field theory, e.g. [5, 6, 7].
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Unfortunately, so far, there is no systematic theory of such transformations in field theory, and most
discussions merely abstract and change notations on a handful of examples. The only examples available
are in two dimensions: Sine-Gordon/Thirring [10]; CM/DSM, [8, 9]; and, finally, SCM/SDSM [11]. The
second system was first introduced via first-order functional integral manipulations [12] and the equivalence
was shown to be canonical [8] at the classical level, and argued [8] to extend to the quantized theory2;
moreover, a credible case has been made for complete equivalence of the respective S-matrices of the two
theories [15].
The third system was introduced in [11] and illustrates some intricacies of the nonlocal canonical equiv-
alence best, by dint of symphysis, which is the conjoining in the transition maps of fermion bilinears with
bosons to yield transformed bosons, and of fermions with bosons to yield transformed fermions. It was first
constructed via a generating functional Ansatz [11] and first-order lagrangean quadrature of the type [12],
and not as the supersymmetrization of the bosonic DSM (which, unlike the CM, contains torsion). How-
ever, we demonstrate here that the same model may also be constructed by judiciously supersymmetrizing
the bosonic DSM: in the past [16, 17], we have provided a general procedure of supersymmetrizing any
given torsionful manifold, such as that of the DSM. Thus, a superfield construction of the same model from
a different starting point sheds new light on the supersymmetry realization at work.
Here, we discuss more explicitly detailed aspects of the SDSM, with special emphasis on the special
realization of supersymmetry and the superfields controlling it, to shed light on the intriguing chiral
entwining structure at work. We review the bosonic case in Section 2; we then review the supersymmetric
theories including tangent space supersymmetric actions in Section 3; we then summarize ref [11] by way
of introduction of the SDSM, in Section 4. In Section 5, we proceed to rederive the SDSM via superfield
extension of the DSM and Fridling-Jevicki-type quadrature in superspace, and explain and support special
features observed before which appeared accidental. As a guide to insight of the field theory results, a brief
review of canonical transformations of classical mechanics from the more modern, Poisson-Bracket-based
point of view is provided in Appendix A. Subtle relations between curved manifold and tangent space in
the dual theory, specifying a new inhomogeneous geometry are illustrated in Appendix B. Every effort is
made to stay consistent to the conventions of ref [11]; we correct a typographical error in the part of the
action involving a factor of 3/8 in the quartic fermion interaction.
2 Review of the Bosonic Theories
Recall the standard bosonic nonlinear Chiral Model (CM) on O(4) ≃ O(3)×O(3)≃SU(2)×SU(2). In
geometrical language,
LCM = 1
2
gab∂µϕ
a∂µϕb, (2.1)
where gab is the metric on the field manifold (three-sphere). Explicitly, with group elements parameterized
as U = ϕ0+ iτ jϕj , (j = 1, 2, 3), where (ϕ0)2+ϕ2 = 1, and ϕ2 ≡ ∑j(ϕj)2, we may resolve ϕ0 = ±√1− ϕ2,
to obtain
gab = δ
ab + ϕaϕb/(1− ϕ2), (2.2)
and hence
LCM = 1
2
(
δij +
ϕiϕj
1− ϕ2
)
∂µϕ
i∂µϕj =
1
2
J jµJ
µ j , (2.3)
2Ref [13] has introduced objections to this identification, based on observation of the respective effective actions at two
loops, supported by [14]. We care to suppose that, with proper appreciation of the new underlying geometry, some form of
identification may eventually go through.
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where we re-expressed the action in terms of tangent quantities through the use of either left- or right-
invariant vielbeine (e.g. [17])—either choice yields this Sugawara current-current form. Choosing left-
invariant dreibeine gives “V + A” currents which are vectors on the tangent space. In terms of the above
explicit coordinates,
U−1∂µU = −i τ jJ jµ, (2.4)
J iµ = −v ia ∂µϕa, (2.5)
where
v ja =
√
1− ϕ2 gaj + εajbϕb . (2.6)
Note that these currents are pure gauge, or curvature-free, such that
εµν
(
∂µJ
i
ν + ε
ijkJ jµJ
k
ν
)
= 0. (2.7)
This is canonically equivalent to the Dual σ-Model [12] (DSM)3 with torsion and a new geometry:
LDSM = 1
1 + 4Φ2
(
1
2
(
δij + 4ΦiΦj
)
∂µΦ
i∂µΦj − εµνεijkΦi∂µΦj∂νΦk
)
. (2.8)
This new geometry is explained in Appendix B, and, in particular, how the tangent- and curved-space
indices of the field/coordinates Φi in this geometry are indistinguishable.
The generator for a canonical transformation relating ϕ and Φ at any fixed time is the tangent space
functional [8] F [Φ, ϕ] =
∫∞
−∞ dx Φ
iJ1i [ϕ]. Specifically,
F [Φ, ϕ] =
∫ +∞
−∞
dx Φi

√1− ϕ2
↔
∂
∂x
ϕi + εijkϕj
∂
∂x
ϕk

 . (2.9)
Although we originally constructed F in the hamiltonian framework by the indirect reasoning reviewed
below, its structure is also evident within the lagrangean framework as follows. Treating J as independent
variables in LCM = 12J jµJµ j, impose, with ref [12], the pure gauge condition on the currents by adding
a Lagrange multiplier term, Lλ = Φj εµν(∂µJ jν + εjklJkµJ lν). Then, complete a square for the J ’s and
eliminate them from the dynamics (integrate them out) in favor of the DSM. But to do this, one first
writes Lλ = ∂µ(Φj εµν J jν)− εµν J jν ∂µΦj + εjkl εµν ΦjJkµJ lν . The total divergence term, integrated over a
world-sheet with a constant time boundary, gives our generating functional relating the CM to the DSM4.
The conjugate momentum of Φi specified by the generating functional is
Πi =
δF [Φ, ϕ]
δΦi
=
√
1− ϕ2 ∂
∂x
ϕi − ϕi ∂
∂x
(√
1− ϕ2
)
+ εijkϕj
∂
∂x
ϕk = (2.10)
=
(√
1− ϕ2 δij + ϕ
iϕj√
1− ϕ2 − ε
ijkϕk
)
∂
∂x
ϕj = J1i .
3This model was also considered in the last of refs [1] and the combination of [15].
4Roughly speaking, the Lagrange multiplier dual field Φ characterizes the ratio of normal magnitudes of the Sugawara
lagrangian and the zero-curvature constraint, respectively, in the function space of currents, upon extremization. Recall
constrained extremization of a surface f(x, y)− λg(x, y) via the Lagrange multiplier λ. Vanishing variation specifies that the
constraint surface g(x, y) = 0 touches the surface z = f(x, y) at the contact point (x0, y0, z0 = f(x0, y0)). The section plane
z = z0 intersects the respective surfaces at two curves which are tangent to each other, at the point of contact: the normals
to these two curves on this plane are parallel, the ratio of their magnitudes being λ.
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The conjugate of ϕi is
̟i = −δF [Φ, ϕ]
δϕi
=
(√
1− ϕ2 δij + ϕ
iϕj√
1− ϕ2 + ε
ijkϕk
)
∂
∂x
Φj
+
(
2√
1− ϕ2
(
ϕiΦj − Φiϕj
)
− 2εijkΦk
)
∂
∂x
ϕj , (2.11)
To solve for the fields themselves, e.g. Φ[ϕ], their canonical momenta may be eliminated through
substitution for Πi and ̟i, in terms of ∂ϕ
j/∂t and ∂Φj/∂t, as follows from L1 and L3:
Πi =
1
1 + 4Φ2
((
δij + 4ΦiΦj
) ∂
∂t
Φj + 2εijkΦj
∂
∂x
Φk
)
, ̟i =
(
δij +
ϕiϕj
1− ϕ2
)
∂
∂t
ϕj . (2.12)
However, the resulting transformation laws are complicated and nonlocal, as illustrated at the end
of this section. Instead, it is relatively more instructive to simply identify the conserved, curvature-free
current in the two theories, consistently to the above, an identification which will turn out to be local. It
is then straightforward to exploit the current-current form of the respective hamiltonian densities which
will thus likewise identify.
Now, then, in the DSM, what is the conserved, curvature-free current? In contrast to the PCM, where
it was essentially forced to be a topological current, here a topological current by itself will not suffice;
neither will a conserved Noether current. (Under isospin transformations, δΦi = εijkΦjωk, the Noether
current of L3 is Iµi = δL3/δ(∂µωi) so I0i = εijkΦjΠk, but it is not curvature-free.) Instead, the conserved,
curvature-free current J µi [Φ,Π] = Jµi [ϕ,̟] (identified with Jµi of the CM) is a mixture of the Noether
isocurrent and a topological current: J µi = 2Iµi − εµν∂νΦi, so that J 1i = Πi. Both conservation and
curvature-freedom now hold on-shell, for the on-shell identified current5:
J µi =
−1
1 + 4Φ2
((
δij + 4ΦiΦj
)
εµν∂νΦ
j + 2εijkΦj∂µΦk
)
. (2.13)
Nevertheless, the following canonical identifications of currents can be shown [8] to hold off-shell:
J 1i ≡ Πi =
(√
1− ϕ2 δij + ϕ
iϕj√
1− ϕ2 − ε
ijkϕk
)
∂
∂x
ϕj ≡ J1i , (2.14)
J 0i ≡ −
∂
∂x
Φi − 2εijkΦjΠk = −
√
1− ϕ2 ̟i − εijkϕj̟k ≡ J0i . (2.15)
These two relations combine to integrate to the explicit nonlocal map [9],
Φ(x) · τ = U−1(x)U(0)Φ(0) · τU−1(0)U(x) + U−1(x)
(∫ x
0
dy iU(y)∂0U
−1(y)
)
U(x) . (2.16)
The dual character of this nonlocal transition is manifest in the weak field limit. It bears repeating that
canonical commutators of such complicated nonlocal expressions are simple and conventional, precisely
because the transformation is canonical: e.g. equal time commutators of two expressions of this type
at different space points x and z vanish, as these expressions are essentially local, despite formidable
appearances!
Substituted into the Sugawara-current-current hamiltonians, these locally identified currents (2.14,2.15)
further lead to mutual local identification of the respective hamiltonian densities,
HCM = J0J0 + J1J1 = J0J0 + J1J1 = HDSM . (2.17)
5The equations of motion are necessary, as Hamilton’s equations have already been utilized in the elimination of the
canonical momenta from the subsequent expressions.
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In terms of the dreibeine of the new dual geometry (discussed in Appendix B), the currents of the DSM
read
J µj = −(V(ja)εµν∂νΦa + V[ja]∂µΦa). (2.18)
The reader may contrast these currents with those of a WZWN model on a group manifold. The cur-
rents for the latter are obtained by keeping the vielbein intact: J jµ = −v ja (∂µφa + ηεµν∂νφa). (For
the CM, η = 0). Also note that the DSM dreibein already appeared in the above action, LDSM =
1
2V
j
a
(
∂µΦ
a∂µΦj + εµν∂µΦ
a∂νΦ
j
)
.
3 Supersymmetric Theories
In a direct application of the general construction for supersymmetric σ-models with torsion [17, 16] (whose
conventions we use), the supersymmetric extensions of the two bosonic models above through the addition
of Majorana fermions, the SCM [18] without torsion, and the sdsm with torsion, are readily read off. In
following sections, we canonically transform between the two. We first review this in component formalism
[11] but in the next section we will provide a complementary picture in superspace which illuminates and
confirms our construction.
The SCM is
LSCM = 1
2
(
gab ∂µϕ
a∂µϕb + igabψ
a
/Dψb +
1
6
Rabcdψ
a
ψcψ
b
ψd
)
(3.1)
=
1
2
(
gab ∂µϕ
a∂µϕb + igabψ
a
/Dψb +
1
4
(gabψ
a
ψb)2
)
,
where
Dµψ
b = ∂µψ
b + Γbcd∂µϕ
cψd, Γabc = ϕ
agbc = v
aj∂(bv
j
c) , Rabcd = gacgbd − gadgbc = Rcdab . (3.2)
gab = δab − ϕaϕb = vajvbj , vaj =
√
1− ϕ2 δaj + εajbϕb, v ja =
√
1− ϕ2 gaj + εajbϕb . (3.3)
The Cartan-Maurer relations of the Dreibeine merit recall:
1
2
(∂av
j
b − ∂bv ja ) = εjklv ka v lb = εjab +
δjaϕb − δjbϕa√
1− ϕ2 . (3.4)
The conserved currents now consist of the previous bosonic terms augmented by spinor bilinears.
Ciµ = J
i
µ +K
i
µ , J
i
µ = −v ia ∂µϕa , Kiµ =
i
2
εijkv ja v
k
b ψ
a
γµψ
b . (3.5)
The last term, explicitly, is given by the above results for the Cartan-Maurer relations,
Kiµ =
1
2
i εiabψ
a
γµψ
b − i ϕ
aψ
a
γµψ
i√
1− ϕ2 . (3.6)
This is to be expected: The tangent-space left-invariant spinor of (A.51) specified in ref [17],
χj = vjaψ
a, (3.7)
transforms as δχj = εjklξkχl under a full V + A transformation. The right rotation in tangent space
transforms linearly, and the spinor’s contribution to the corresponding current is that of a conventional
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isorotation. Recall (ref [17], (A.52), (A.29)) that now the lagrangean simplifies significantly, to a mere
function of tangent-space spinors and currents:
LSCM = 1
2
(
J jµJ
µ j + iχj/∂ χj + iεjklχj/Jkχl +
1
4
(χ¯χ)2
)
. (3.8)
This tangent space formulation is at the heart of the canonical transformation, as will become apparent in
the following section.
The supersymmetry transformation laws are
δχj = i/J jǫ− 1
2
εjkl(γpǫ χ¯
kγpχ
l + γµǫ χ¯
kγµχl), δJ jµ = −ǫ¯(∂µχj + εjklJkµχl) . (3.9)
The bosonic generating functional can then be re-presented as
F [Φ, ϕ] =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx Φivia∂1ϕ
a . (3.10)
The above supersymmetry transformations follow from the general case:
δϕ = ǫ¯ψ , δψ = (F− i /∂ϕ) ǫ , δF = −iǫ¯/∂ψ , (3.11)
where we use the conventions of ref [17] eq (5.7),
2Fa = Γabcψ
b
ψc − Sabcψbγpψc, (3.12)
where the torsion S vanishes here—but, of course, not for the Lsdsm model, below.
In this case, the SCM equations of motion, written covariantly, directly lead to conservation of the
supercurrent of ref [18]:
sµ = −i/∂ϕaγµgabψb = i/J jγµχj . (3.13)
Correspondingly, we may express the lagrangean in terms of conserved vector currents.
LSCM = 1
2
(
CjµC
µ j + iχj/∂ χj +
3
4
(χ¯jχj)2
)
, (3.14)
with supersymmetry transformations
δχj = i/Cjǫ− 12γpǫεjkl( χ¯kγpχl), δCjµ = −ǫ¯(∂µχj + εjklε νµ C kν γpχl) . (3.15)
Taking n = 3/2 in ref [17], the conventional supersymmetrization Lsdsm of the DSM (which, unlike the
SCM, contains torsion) is readily seen to be
Lsdsm = 1
2
(
Gab ∂µΦ
a∂µΦb + iGabΨ
a
/DΨb + Eabεµν∂µΦa∂νΦb + 1
8
RabcdΨa(1 + γp)ΨcΨb(1 + γp)Ψd
)
,
(3.16)
with a new geometry elaborated in Appendix B. The curly-covariant derivative on the fermions is
DµΨa = ∂µΨa + ΓabcΨb∂µΦc − SabcΨbεµν∂νΦc, (3.17)
in terms of the tensors of the new geometry specified in Appendix B.
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4 Canonical Equivalence of the Supersymmetric Models
If these two supersymmetric theories are canonically equivalent like their bosonic limits, a generating func-
tional in tangent space for such a canonical transformation is needed. Taking into consideration dimensional
consistency, Lorentz-invariance, and a good free-field limit, we posit the Ansatz for the supersymmetric
theory in tangent space relating ϕ and χ at any fixed time to Φ and X (the bosons and fermions of the
dual theory):
F [Φ,X, ϕ, χ] =
∫
dx
(
ΦjJ1 j [ϕ]− i
2
X
j
γ1χj
)
=
∫
dx
(
Φi(
√
1− ϕ2
↔
∂
∂x
ϕi + εijkϕj
∂
∂x
ϕk)− i
2
X
j
γ1χj
)
.
(4.1)
Classically, the canonical conjugate to χ,
πχ ≡ δLSCM/δ∂0χ = −iχ†/2 (4.2)
is obtained from F as
− δF/δχ = −iX†γp/2, (4.3)
where γp ≡ γ0γ1. So under the canonical transformation
χj = γpX
j . (4.4)
Likewise, the momentum conjugate to X is
δF/δX = −iχ†γp/2, (4.5)
leading to
π
X
≡ −iX†/2, (4.6)
which specifies part of the dual lagrangean.
This chiral rotation of the fermions reflects the duality transition of their bosonic superpartners, whose
gradients map to curls in the weak field limit, as already noted. (For a mathematically subtle interpretation
of tangent space canonical transformation in terms of Cartan’s equivalence problem see ref [19].)
As a result of (4.4), the equal-time anticommutation relations for Majorana spinors in tangent space,
{χj(x), χk(y)} = {Xj(x),Xk(y)} = 2 δjkδ(x − y) , (4.7)
are preserved in the above transformation, thus confirming its identification as canonical.
To handle the bosons, it may be advantageous to resort to the first order Lagrangean quadrature
mentioned before. Adding the customary pure-gauge-enforcing Lagrange multiplier to the tangent space
SCM and integrating by parts leads to
LSCMλ = 1
2
(
J jµM
µν
jk J
k
ν − 2εµν J jν ∂µΦj + iχj/∂ χj + iεjklχj/Jkχl +
1
4
(χ¯χ)2
)
, (4.8)
where
Mµνab ≡ gµν δab + 2εµν εabcΦc, (4.9)
with an inverse which satisfies Mµνab (N
λ
ν )bc = g
µλδac:
Nµνab = g
µν Gab + ε
µν Eab. (4.10)
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The crucial transition bridge to the SDSM relies on the bosonic current encountered in section 2,
J µj = −Nµνjk ενλ∂λΦk =
−1
1 + 4Φ2
(
(δjl + 4ΦjΦl)εµν∂νΦ
l + 2εjlkΦl∂µΦk
)
, (4.11)
which conjoins with the fermionic bilinear component into
Jµ j = −Nµνjb (ενλ∂λΦb −
i
2
εbcdχcγνχ
d) = J µj +Nµνjk Kkν , (4.12)
which follows from varying J in the first order lagrangean LSCMλ. (Note from (4.4), Kjµ[χ] = Kjµ[X].) This
is the on-shell relation linking J to Φ. Below, this is shown to be derivable from the generating functional
Fs.
The lagrangean resulting from Fridling-Jevicki-type [12] substitution for J , or, equivalently, completing
the quadratic in LSCMλ and integrating the shifted Js out, is [11]:
LSDSM = 1
2
iχj/∂ χj +
1
8
(χ¯χ)2 − 1
2
(εµλ∂
λΦa − i
2
εacdχcγµχ
d)Nµνab (ενρ∂
ρΦb − i
2
εbefχeγνχ
f )
=
i
2
X
j
/∂ Xj +
i
2
εijkX
i
/J jXk + (X iXi)
(
3
8
(X
j
Xj) +
(εjklX
j
γpX
kΦl − 2XjXkΦjΦk)
(1 + 4Φ2)
)
+
1
2
(
Gjk ∂µΦ
j∂µΦk + Ejkε
µν∂µΦ
j∂νΦ
k
)
. (4.13)
This result forces the variation δ/δΦa of the generating functional to be just the ϕ bosonic current J , while
the χj = γpX
j ’s are regarded as independent variables. As a result, the generating functional automatically
yields
Π = J1 = J 1 + (N ·K)1. (4.14)
We now use the variation w.r.t. ϕ to match the timelike components as well. The arguments of the
bosonic model ref [8] eqs (3.11, 3.12), which connect timelike components of currents) remain exactly as
they were,
− ∂
∂x
Φi − 2εijkΦjΠk = −
√
1− ϕ2 ̟i − εijkϕj̟k (4.15)
since both sides are equal to
− ∂
∂x
Φi + 2Φj
(
ϕj
∂
∂x
ϕi − ϕi ∂
∂x
ϕj
)
+ 2εijkΦj
(
ϕk
∂
∂x
(√
1− ϕ2
)
−
√
1− ϕ2 ∂
∂x
ϕk
)
;
but now Π contains an additional fermionic piece beyond its bosonic component, as seen above. And
likewise ̟:
̟i = bosonic +Kj0(
√
1− ϕ2δij + ϕiϕj/
√
1− ϕ2 + εijlϕl) . (4.16)
These then introduce fermionic current pieces in the above eq (4.15),
J i0 − 2εijkΦj(N ·K)k1 = J i0 −Ki0 (4.17)
As a direct consequence,
J0 = J 0 + (N ·K)0, (4.18)
and the above pivotal identification of currents (4.12) holds. Note how duality is implemented on these
manifolds: Bosons in one theory contain both bosons and fermions in the dual theory.
Further note that the conserved current is
J µj +Nµνjk Kkν +Kµj. (4.19)
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The supercurrent for the DSM is
Sµ = iγp(/J j + /N ·Kj)γµXj, (4.20)
which holds by the symphysis identification of currents (4.12) above. Consequently, supercharges identify,
and whence hamiltonians (which are their squares), energy-momentum tensors, and all such quantities
conventionally constrained by supersymmetry.
From the structure of this supercurrent, it then follows that this is a “chirally twisted” realization of
supersymmetry:
δΦa = ǫ(Xa + 2γpε
abkΦbXk), (4.21)
which preserves the parity of the original X, and thus of the action. This is the combination entering into
the spinors of the Lsdsm model (the fermion entering in the respective superfield of the next section) for
comparison with the SDSM:
Ψa = Xa + 2γpε
abjΦbXj = (V (aj) + γpV
[aj])Xj . (4.22)
(1 + γp)Ψ
a = (1 + γp)V
ajXj , (4.23)
(1− γp)Ψa = (1− γp)V˜ ajXj , (4.24)
where V˜ ai is the transpose of V ai. Consequently, its inverse V˜ai = Gai − Eai is also the transpose of Vai.
As a result,
Xj = (V(aj) + γpV[aj]) Ψ
a. (4.25)
This last relation strongly echoes eq (2.18), which finds its explanation in the superfield formulation below.
It turns out that LSDSM = Lsdsm. The pure bosonic piece of LSDSM above is, naturally, LDSM . To
further match with the pieces of Lsdsm quadratic and quartic in fermion fields, respectively, we need check
the following two relations.
For the function W in i2X
i
/∂ΦmWikmX
k, one needs show
εikjGjmγp + ε
ikjEjm = 2(−δaiγp + 2εainΦn)Gabεbkm + (δai − 2γpεainΦn)(Γabm − γpSabm)(δbk − 2γpεbksΦs),
(4.26)
which, indeed, holds.
Secondly, for the fermion quartic terms, use is made of the group-Fierz identities
(Φ ·X X · Φ)(εjklΦlXjγpXk) = (Φ2 X ·X)(εjklΦlXjγpXk) = 1
2
Φ2 εjkl (Φ ·X X l)(XjγpXk) , (4.27)
to prove
(X
i
Xi)
(3
8
(X
j
Xj)− 2
(1 + 4Φ2)
(ΦjX
j
ΦkXk) +
1
(1 + 4Φ2)
(εjklΦlX
j
γpX
k)
)
=
=
1
16
RabcdΨ¯a(1 + γp)ΨcΨ¯b(1 + γp)Ψd = 1
16
RabcdV˜ ai V cj V˜ bk V dl X¯i(1 + γp)XjX¯k(1 + γp)X l . (4.28)
Consequently, supersymmetrization of the mutually dual bosonic models produces mutually dual theories,
as demonstrated:
CM
susy−−−−−→ SCM
dual
y y dual
DSM
susy−−−−−→sdsm = SDSM.
(4.29)
In these variables, the supercurrent for the DSM now reads,
Sµ = i/∂Φ
aγµGabΨ
b + iγpγ
νγµ(N ·K) jν (V(aj) + γpV[aj])Ψa. (4.30)
which may now be compared to eqn (3.13).
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5 Superspace Formulation
General superfield formulations for supersymmetric σ-models with torsion are given in ref [17]. Recall
D =
∂
∂θ
− i∂/θ, D = − ∂
∂θ
+ iθ¯∂/, Q =
∂
∂θ
+ i∂/θ . (5.1)
The scalar superfield for the supersymmetric chiral model, SCM, is
ϕ
a = ϕa + θψa +
1
2
θθ Fa (5.2)
and has superderivatives
Dϕa = ψa + (Fa − i∂/ϕa) θ + i
2
∂/ψaθθ
Dϕa = ψ
a
+ θ (Fa + i∂/ϕa)− i
2
θθ ψ
a←
∂/ . (5.3)
From this, one may construct the bilinear
DϕaγpDϕ
b = ψ
a
γpψ
b + ψ
a
γp
(
F
b − i∂/ϕb
)
θ − ψbγp (Fa − i∂/ϕa) θ
+ ∂µ
[
i
2
ψ
a
γνψ
b − ϕa∂νϕb
]
εµν θθ. (5.4)
The corresponding superfield for the dual theory is
Φa = Φa + θΨa +
1
2
θθ Y a, (5.5)
hence
DΦa = Ψa + (Y a − i∂/Φa) θ + i
2
∂/Ψaθθ. (5.6)
The dual transition between two field theories, however, is normally effected in tangent space. To
address tangent space in superspace, start from the chiral element superfield
G = U(x)
(
1l + i θχ · τ + θθ
2
(iZ · τ + χχ
2
)
)
, (5.7)
a most general Ansatz, such that, for unconstrained χ and Z,
G† G = 1l . (5.8)
Recalling U−1∂µU = −iτ · Jµ, obtain its superspace analog [20], the spinorial current superfield,
G−1DG = iχ · τ + (iZ · τ − J/ · τ)θ − i
2
γµθε
jklτ jχkγµχl − i
2
γpθε
jklτ jχkγpχ
l+
+
θθ
2
(2iεjklτ jZkχl − ∂/χ · τ − 2εjklτ jJk/ χl + iχ · τ χ · χ) , (5.9)
notably valued in the SU(2) Lie algebra (unlikeG). Consequently, the tangent space SCM action is specified
in superspace by
Lsfield = 1
8
∫
d2θ TrDGDG =
1
2
(
Z2 + Jµ · Jµ + iχ · ∂/χ+ iεjklχjJ/kχl + 1
4
(χ · χ)2
)
. (5.10)
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Thus, Z = 0 on-shell, matching the component supersymmetry transformations on the tangent space
objects of the SCM exhibited in eq (3.9). The variational result for the (right-) conservation law in
superspace is thus ∫
d2θ D(G−1DG) = −2i∂µ
(
Jµ · τ + i
2
εjklτ jχkγµχl
)
, (5.11)
which again identifies with the conserved current.
Now consider the superspace curvature identity [20]
Dγp(G
−1DG) + (G−1DG)γp(G
−1DG) = 0 . (5.12)
This is an identity. But, if the pure gauge form of Jµ is not noted/utilized in the current superfield
(only6), now dubbed for this purpose J, it turns to a constraint instead, with all components vanishing
identically, except for the θθ term which consists of (only) the zero-curvature constraint for Jµ :
DγpJ+ JγpJ = i θθ τ
jεµν(∂µJ
j
ν + ε
jklJkµJ
l
ν) = 0 . (5.13)
As a consequence, enforcing this constraint through a Lagrange-multiplier superfieldΦ in an appendage
to the superspace action eq (5.10):
Lsfield = −1
4
∫
d2θ Tr
(
1
2
JJ+ iΦ · τ (DγpJ+ JγpJ)
)
(5.14)
will only involve Φi but not Ψ or Y , as already observed in practice in the component calculation in
the previous section. Thus, Fridling-Jevicki-type [12] quadrature in superspace will lead to a superfield
formulation of the SDSM, below.
Even though the fermions Ψ appeared to be projected out and thus superfluous “gauge freedom”
components of the original Φ superfield, they emerge in the final answer below [20]. Superspace integration
by parts yields the usual quadratic,
= −1
4
∫
d2x
∫
d2θ Tr
(
iJγpDΦ · τ + iΦ · τ JγpJ + 1
2
JJ
)
(5.15)
= −1
4
∫
d2x
∫
d2θ
(
2iJ
j
γpDΦ
j + J
j
MjkJk
)
=
1
4
∫
d2x
∫
d2θ DΦ
j
NjkDΦk − (Jj − iDΦmγpNmj)Mjk(Jk + iNknγpDΦn) ,
and a total divergence term discussed below, where
Mjk = δjk − 2γpεjklΦl . (5.16)
This is the dreibein-twisted-chiral structure observed before, and it is inherited by its inverse
Njk = Gjk(Φ)− γpEjk(Φ) , (5.17)
also already encountered in the previous section. The customary elimination of
Jk = −i NkjγpDΦj , (5.18)
6That is, we Did assume in the current superfield the nontrivial positioning imposed on the fermions and the auxiliary
fields, which thus satisfy the equation identically.
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identifies, to O(θ0), χj = −γp(Gjk−γpEjk)Ψk encountered in eq (4.25); and the further terms are expected
to yield the current symphysis formulas. The algebraic equations for the auxiliary fields result from
substitution into the superspace action,∫
Lsfield = 1
4
∫
d2x
∫
d2θ DΦjNjkDΦk =
1
4
∫
d2x
∫
d2θ DΦj(Gjk − γpEjk)DΦk . (5.19)
This action automatically coincides with Lsdsm, as it is the superfield formulation of a σ-model with torsion
possessing a given geometry, (cf., e.g., eqn (5.3) of ref [17]), in this case this new geometry already discussed.
The generating functional F with spinors should emerge out of the total divergence term resulting from
the above superspace integration by parts:
− 1
4
∫
d2x
∫
d2θ TrDγp (iΦ · τJ) =
∫
d2x
∫
d2θ
θθ
2
∂νενµ(J
µ jΦj +
i
2
χ¯jγµΨj − i
2
χ¯jγµεjklΦkχl), (5.20)
i.e.
=
∫
dx (J1 jΦj +
i
2
χ¯jγ1Ψj − i
2
χ¯jγ1εjklΦkχl). (5.21)
However, superfield formulations of general σ-models with torsion always contain a total divergence of a
fermion bilinear term in the reduction from superspace, cf. eqn (5.8) in [17]. In this case, this extra term
contributes − i2Ψ
j
γ1εjklΦkΨl/(1 + 4Φ2) to the above, to produce the generating functional
F ′ =
∫
dx
(
J1 jΦj +
i
2
χ¯jγ1Ψj − i
2
χ¯jγ1εjklΦkχl − i
2
Ψ
j
γ1εjkl
Φk
(1 + 4Φ2)
Ψl
)
. (5.22)
Variation with respect to χ¯ yields π¯χ, hence
γpχ
j = Ψj − 2εjklΦkχl , (5.23)
so that
γpχ
j = (V(aj) + γpV[aj])Ψ
a , (5.24)
the right-hand-side fermion actually being X as introduced in (4.25). Note that we never really introduced
tangent space fermions for the dual theory in superspace—they emerge as an output. Moreover, variation
with respect to Ψ yields −π¯Ψ for Lsdsm, hence
γpGjkΨ
k = χj + EjkΨ
k, (5.25)
and hence
γpχ
j = GjkΨ
k − γpEjkΨk = Xj , (5.26)
consistently to the above.
Eliminating Ψ′s in favor of X’s in F ′ yields
F ′ =
∫
dx
(
J1 jΦj +
i
2
χ¯jγ1Xj − i
2
(χ¯j + X¯jγp)γ1εjklΦk(χl − γpX l)
)
. (5.27)
This provides an alternate route to the same theory, and the final term vanishes given the above results of
the transformation.
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A Appendix: Overview of Canonical Transformations in Mechanics
We review some rarely emphasized aspects of canonical transformations in classical mechanics: we take as
our starting point invariance of Poisson Brackets (PB), instead of the more conventional preservation of
Hamilton’s equations. Poisson Brackets are suitable for eventual quantization, {u, v} 7→ 1
ih¯
[u, v], as they
turn into canonical commutators. Extension to field theory merely involves arraying a continuum of modes,
and transcription of sums into integrals, as exemplified in the text.
Poisson Brackets can be defined as
{u, v}qp ≡ ∂u
∂q
∂v
∂p
− ∂u
∂p
∂v
∂q
. (A.1)
PB’s are antisymmetric; linear; they obey the Jacobi identity (from associativity of the underlying
operators); and convert by the chain rule:
{u, v}QP = {u, v}qp{q, p}QP . (A.2)
Now the transformations
(q, p) 7→ (Q(q, p), P (q, p)) (A.3)
are called canonical when they yield trivial Jacobians,
{Q,P}qp = 1 hence {q, p}QP = 1, (A.4)
so that they preserve the Poisson Brackets (“canonical invariants”) of their functions. Equivalently,
{q, p} = {Q,P}, (A.5)
in any basis. Following Poincare´, the measure of phase-space area/volume is seen to be preserved,
dQdP = dqdp {Q,P}. (A.6)
For instance, point transformations (which generalize to usual local field redefinitions in field theory)
are
Q = J(q), P = p/J ′(q) =⇒ {J(q), p/J ′(q)}qp = 1. (A.7)
Now consider the transformation generated by the hybrid function F2(q, P ):
p =
∂F2(q, P )
∂q
, Q =
∂F2(q, P )
∂P
, (A.8)
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where, in principle, the first equation can be inverted to produce P (q, p), which is then substituted into the
2nd to yield Q as a function of q, p. (The point transformation just illustrated is generated by F2 = PJ(q).)
This transformation is canonical, seen explicitly as follows.
Define p = ∂F2(q, P )/∂q|P = ′F and Q = ∂F2(q, P )/∂P |q = F ′, contradistinguishing the arguments
being differentiated. Now switch basis to q, p, and consider P as a function of q, p, partly specified via the
partial differential equation ∂p/∂p = 1 = ′F ′P,p. It is then straightforward to show in this q, p basis that
1 = {q, ′F} = {F ′, P}, (A.9)
since the middle expression equals 1 of the l.h.s. by the above differential equation, and, by the same
token, the r.h.s. also equals
(F ′′P,q +
′F ′)P,p − F ′′P,pP,q = 1. (A.10)
Infinitesimally, this transformation is also easily seen to be canonical, as follows. Introduce a generating
function infinitesimally expanded around the identity through an expansion parameter w:
F2(q, P ) = qP − wG(q, P ). (A.11)
The O(w0) piece is the identity, as
p = P − w∂G(q, P )
∂q
, Q = q − w∂G(q, P )
∂P
. (A.12)
To leading order in w, one can substitute G(q, p) for G(q, P ), so that
Q− q = −w∂G(q, p)
∂p
+O(w2) = w{G, q}qp +O(w2), (A.13)
P − p = w∂G(q, p)
∂q
+O(w2) = w{G, p}qp +O(w2). (A.14)
Then it is easy to see, by the Jacobi identity, that this transformation is canonical to O(w2):
{q +w{G, q}, p+ w{G, p}} = 1 +w{G, {q, p}} = 1. (A.15)
Actually, the full, exponentiated transformation
Q = ew{Gq ≡ q + w{G, q} + w2{G, {G, q}}/2! + ... (A.16)
P = ew{Gp ≡ p+ w{G, p} + w2{G, {G, p}}/2! + ... (A.17)
is canonical to all-orders in w,
Y (w) ≡ {Q,P} = 1, (A.18)
for essentially the same reason.
Proof: Note that, from the very definition of the Hadamard exponential operator above, for any w−independent
a, such as q or p,
d (ew{Ga)
dw
= {G, ew{Ga}. (A.19)
Consequently, by the Jacobi identity:
dY (w)
dw
= {{G,Q}, P} + {Q, {G,P}} = {G,Y (w)}. (A.20)
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Now Y (w) = 1 +
∑∞
n=1w
nyn yields the recursion
yn+1 = {G, yn}, (A.21)
and all the yn>0 = 0 by induction based on y0 = 1. Consequently Y (w) = 1.
Note this is a standard integrated Lie-evolution, but it is still hard to fully connect to the unfolded general
F2.
The other three types of canonical transformation can be obtained through the trivial symplectic
reflection, which is is also canonical:
(q, p) 7→ (Q = −p, P = q) since {−p, q} = 1, (A.22)
and thus may combine with other canonical transformations to yield more canonical transformations, by the
chain rule of PBs. Applied to the variables Q,P of the above F2, it produces the canonical transformation,
generated by the same functional form, now called F1:
p =
∂F1(q,Q)
∂q
, P = −∂F1(q,Q)
∂Q
, (A.23)
and likewise for the other two types.
The Field Theoretical construction in this article on the σ-model is of the F1(q,Q) type, but it could
be trivially converted into the F2(q, P ) type by this trivial symplectic reflection (readily generated by
F1(q,Q) = qQ). The classical mechanics analog of our transformation is F1(q,Q) = Q J(q), which then
goes by the above symplectic reflection to
F2(q, P ) = −PJ(q), (A.24)
s.t.
− ∂F2(q, P )
∂P
= Q, −∂F2(q, P )
∂q
= p, (A.25)
thus a point transformation:
Q = J(q) (A.26)
p = P
∂J(q)
∂q
, hence P =
p
∂J(q)/∂q
. (A.27)
In other words, the canonical transformation used, in more conventional F2 language, is simply a transition
from the q’s to the J(q)’s with the standard point determinant scaling for the momenta to preserve the
PB’s ,
{J(q), p 1
∂J(q)/∂q
} = 1. (A.28)
In field theory, it is a transition from ϕ to J1(ϕ). But interchange of Φ’s and Π’s in the Hamiltonian of
the DSM, yields something unconventional, involving space derivatives of the Πs.
Now, how is the identity transformation generated by F1(q,Q), and why should one choose to base the
discussion on F2, in the first place? Some awkward features of the F1(q,Q) generating function have been
pointed out by Schwinger [21]. The inverse canonical transformation is, evidently,
F1(Q, q) = −F1(q,Q). (A.29)
The composition of two successive transformations (q, p) 7→ (q¯, p¯) 7→ (Q,P ) is simply generated by the the
sum of the respective generating functions,
W (q,Q) = F1(q, q¯) + F1(q¯, Q), (A.30)
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where each term generates the respective piece of the total transformation, and the dependence on the
intermediate point (“superfluous variable”) vanishes between the two in the total transformation,
∂W (q,Q)
∂q¯
= 0. (A.31)
But, by the above defined inverse, the identity should be then generated by W (q,Q) = 0. This singularity
of the generator can be made more palatable by retaining the superfluous variable q¯ which serves as a
Lagrange multiplier:
W (q,Q) = q¯(q −Q), (A.32)
hence
∂W
∂q¯
= 0 =⇒ q = Q, (A.33)
∂W
∂q
= q¯ = −∂W
∂Q
=⇒ p = P. (A.34)
Motion is a canonical transformation, of the above infinitesimal F2 type. When G is chosen to be the
hamiltonian H, and w = −dt,
dq = dt {q,H}qp, dp = dt {p,H}qp, (A.35)
which comprise Hamilton’s Equations,
q˙ = ∂H/∂p, p˙ = −∂H/∂q, (A.36)
dictating incompressible flow of the phase fluid, ∂q˙/∂q+∂p˙/∂p = 0. (As seen above, such a transformation
readily exponentiates.) Consequently, for any function f(q, p),
{f(q, p),H}qp = df
dt
. (A.37)
Now consider some arbitrary canonical transformation to Q,P , and take f to be Q and P , respectively;
switching PB basis by virtue of the canonical nature of the transformation, one sees directly that
Q˙ = {Q,H}QP = ∂H/∂P, P˙ = {P,H}QP = −∂H/∂Q. (A.38)
That is, any canonical transformation also preserves Hamilton’s Equations of motion:
qt
H−−−−−→ qT
F
y y F
Qt
H−−−−−→ QT .
(A.39)
Motion is also generated by the Action Integral S (Hamilton’s principal function), but on the classical
path, via an F1 transformation; this is the one utilized by Dirac in his celebrated quantum Hamilton-Jacobi
functional integral [4]:
pt =
δ
∫ t
T dτL
δqt
pT = −δ
∫ t
T dτL
δqT
. (A.40)
The intermediate-times variables q(t) are not arbitrary, but must be specified by the equations of motion.
To appreciate this, recall that the action integral may be effectively regarded as a sum of infinitesimal
transformation generators of type F1, namely dt L(
q+Q
2 ,
q−Q
dt ); thus
δ
∫ t
T
dτL =
∫ t
T
dτ δq(
δL
δq
− d
dt
δL
δq˙
) +
δLt
δq˙t
δqt − δLT
δq˙T
δqT . (A.41)
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Vanishing of the first term in parenthesis (the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion) to yield the above
result is dictated by the requirement of independence from the (intermediate times) superfluous variables.
That is, the requirement of continuous canonical transformation for motion underlies the
classical variational principle. Dirac [4] discovered that in Quantum Mechanics the generator must be
exponentiated and the superfluous variables must be integrated over instead—the above classical path is
then only the contribution to leading order in h¯.
B Appendix: Explicit Geometry of the Dual Models
The dual sigma model is not a WZWN model on a group manifold. The geometry of the DSM is described
in detail by the following, in the conventions of ref [17].
Gab = V
j
a V
j
b =
1
1 + 4Φ2
(
δab + 4Φ
aΦb
)
, (B.1)
detG = 1/(1 + 4Φ2)2, (B.2)
Eab =
1
1 + 4Φ2
(
−2εabcΦc
)
, (B.3)
V ja = Gaj + Eaj =
1
1 + 4Φ2
(
δaj + 4Φ
aΦj − 2εajcΦc
)
, (B.4)
detV ja =
√
detG = (1 + 4Φ2)−1. (B.5)
V aj = δaj − 2εajcΦc, (B.6)
G−1ab = V
ajV bj =
(
1 + 4Φ2
)
δab − 4ΦaΦb. (B.7)
Note that, in this remarkable geometry, base- and target-space indices are innocuously interchangeable for
our choice of coordinates (Φ’s), since Φa = GabΦ
b = Φa, Φh = ΦaV ha .
Connections are obtained in the usual way:
Γabc =
1
2
(∂bGac + ∂cGab − ∂aGbc)
=
4
1 + 4Φ2
(
Φaδbc +Φ
aGbc − ΦbGac − ΦcGab
)
, (B.8)
Γabc =
4
1 + 4Φ2
(
Φaδbc +Φ
aGbc − Φbδac − Φcδab
)
= 16
ΦaΦbΦc
(1 + 4Φ2)2
+ 8Φaδbc
(1 + 2Φ2)
(1 + 4Φ2)2
− 4Φ
bδac + 4Φcδab
(1 + 4Φ2)
, (B.9)
Sabc =
1
2
(∂aEbc + ∂bEca + ∂cEab)
=
(3 + 4Φ2)
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(
−εabc
)
. (B.10)
Note that the DSM dreibein does not satisfy Cartan-Maurer equations. Rather,
∂aV
j
b −∂bV ja +4εjklV ka V lb = −4
(
1− 4Φ2)
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(
Φaδbj − Φbδaj
)
− 16
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(
ΦbεajcΦc − ΦaεbjcΦc
)
, (B.11)
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where
εjklV ka V
l
b =
−2
1 + 4Φ2
(
Φaδbj − Φbδaj
)
+
1
1 + 4Φ2
εabj . (B.12)
Alternatively,
∂aV
j
b − ∂bV ja =
−4
1 + 4Φ2
εabcGcj − 4εabcScjdΦd. (B.13)
Contrast these to the corresponding relations for the CM,
∂av
j
b − ∂bv ja = 2εjklv ka v lb = 2εabj +
−2√
1− ϕ2
(
ϕaδbj − ϕbδaj
)
. (B.14)
However, note that, in contrast to group manifolds,
Sabc = −3 + 4Φ
2
1 + 4Φ2
εjklV ja V
k
b V
l
c . (B.15)
So, e.g.,
∂aGbj − ∂bGaj = 2SabcV [cj]. (B.16)
Hence
Γ[ab]c = SabdV
[dc]. (B.17)
The geometry follows from direct, albeit lengthy computation (using Maple, http://daisy.waterloo.edu/):
DdSabc =
16
(1 + 4Φ2)3
Φd εabc , (B.18)
Rabcd =
4
(1 + 4Φ2)3


(
3 + 12Φ2 + 16Φ4
) (
δacδbd − δadδbc
)
+
(
16Φ2
)
Φb
(
Φcδad − Φdδac
)
+
(
12 + 16Φ2
)
Φa
(
Φdδbc − Φcδbd
)

 , (B.19)
SfadS
f
cb − SfacSfdb =
(
3 + 4Φ2
)2
(1 + 4Φ2)4


(
δacδbd − δadδbc
)
−4Φb
(
Φcδad − Φdδac
)
−4Φa
(
Φdδbc − Φcδbd
)

 , (B.20)
SadfS
f
cb − SacfSfdb =
(
3 + 4Φ2
)2
(1 + 4Φ2)3


(
δacδbd − δadδbc
)
−4Φb
(
Φcδad − Φdδac
)

 . (B.21)
Thus, the torsionful Riemann tensor amounts to
Rabcd ≡ Rabcd − SadfSfcb + SacfSfdb +DcSabd −DdSabc
=
3
(1 + 4Φ2)
(
δacδbd − δadδbc
)
(B.22)
+
4
(
9 + 4Φ2
)
(1 + 4Φ2)2
Φb
(
Φcδad − Φdδac
)
+
16
(
3 + 4Φ2
)
(1 + 4Φ2)3
Φa
(
Φdδbc − Φcδbd
)
+
16
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(
Φcεabd −Φdεabc
)
+
64
(1 + 4Φ2)3
ΦaΦf
(
Φdεbcf − Φcεbdf
)
. (B.23)
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Actually, curly-R without a raised index is a little easier to look at, since it has the usual antisymmetries
under interchange of pairs of indices, but not the symmetry under interchange of pairs of pairs that the
torsionless curvatures have.
Rabcd = 3
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(
δacδbd − δadδbc
)
+
4 (9 + 4Φ2)
(1 + 4Φ2)3
(
Φa
(
Φdδbc − Φcδbd
)
− Φb
(
Φdδac − Φcδad
))
+
16
(1 + 4Φ2)3
(
Φcεabd − Φdεabc
)
. (B.24)
There is an alternate route to this torsionful curvature. The spin connection [17] is worked out to be
Ω ija ≡ V biDaV jb ≡ V bi
(
DaV
j
b + SabcV
cj
)
=
1
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(
(14 + 24Φ2)
(
δajΦi − δaiΦj
)
+ (−5− 4Φ2)
(
εaij + 4ΦaεijmΦm
))
=
(14 + 24Φ2)
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(
δajΦi − δaiΦj
)
− (5 + 4Φ
2)
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(
εaij + 4ΦaεijmΦm
)
. (B.25)
This is not the spin connection on any group manifold. On the one hand, first differentiate the spin
connection and then combine it with its square, antisymmetrically, to yield the curly-curvature:
∂aΩ
ij
b −∂bΩ ija +Ω ika Ω kjb −Ω ikb Ω kja =
1
(1 + 4Φ2)3


3× (1 + 4Φ2)2 (δbjδai − δbiδaj)
−16×(4Φ2 + 5) (Φa (δbjΦi − δbiΦj)− Φb(δajΦi − δaiΦj))
−2× (16Φ4 + 24Φ2 − 11) (Φaεbij − Φbεaij)

.
(B.26)
On the other hand, for our dreibein
(Rij)ab ≡ V ciV djRcdab =
(
1 + 4Φ2
)
Rijab+4
(
ΦiRjmab − ΦjRimab
)
Φm+
(
εcdiΦj − εcdjΦi
)
Rcdab , (B.27)
which gives explicit agreement with the RHS of the previous expression (providing some algebraic checks)
so
(Rij)ab = ∂aΩ ijb − ∂bΩ ija +Ω ika Ω kjb − Ω ikb Ω kja , (B.28)
as it should be.
Recall, for three-dimensional manifolds, the Weyl tensor vanishes (even when torsion is present, as in
the model at hand), permitting us to re-express the Riemann tensor in terms of Ricci and scalar curvatures:
Rabcd = 1
2
(GadGbc −GacGbd)R+GacRbd −GadRbc +GbdRac −GbcRad (B.29)
=
(
Rac − 1
4
GacR
)
Gbd −
(
Rad − 1
4
GadR
)
Gbc +Gac
(
Rbd − 1
4
GbdR
)
− Gad
(
Rbc − 1
4
GbcR
)
.
(N.B. a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 only.) On the other hand, for three-dimensional manifolds, the issue of conformal
flatness is decided not by the Weyl tensor, but rather by the Cotton tensor [22], obtained by taking
derivatives of the Ricci and scalar curvature combinations exhibited in the last equality. Without torsion,
the Cotton tensor is defined as
Cabc = Dc
(
Rab − 1
4
GabR
)
−Db
(
Rac − 1
4
GacR
)
. (B.30)
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The manifold is conformally equivalent to a flat space iff Cabc = 0. It is straightforward to check that
Cabc = 0 for the dual sigma model. (This is also true, rather obviously, for the usual chiral model.)
Along these lines, it is interesting to note the same linear combination of Ricci and scalar curvature
appears in the quartic spinor terms for a general supersymmetric model defined on a three-dimensional
manifold. Taking into account the Majorana property of the spinors, and making Fierz rearrangements,
gives
RabcdΨa(1 + γp)ΨcΨb(1 + γp)Ψd = 4Gab(ΨaΨb)
(
Rcd − 1
4
GcdR
)
Ψ
c
(1 + γp)Ψ
d (B.31)
= 4Gab(Ψ
a
Ψb)
(
R(cd) −
1
4
GcdR
)
Ψ
c
Ψd + 4Gab(Ψ
a
Ψb) R[cd]ΨcγpΨd .
(N.B. a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 only.)
Another way to say this, valid for higher dimensional manifolds, is to write the quartic term in general
cases using the Weyl tensor:
Cabcd = Rabcd + 1
2
(GacGbd −GadGbc)R−GacRbd +GadRbc −GbdRac +GbcRad . (B.32)
RabcdΨa(1 + γp)ΨcΨb(1 + γp)Ψd = (B.33)
= CabcdΨa(1 + γp)ΨcΨb(1 + γp)Ψd + 4Gab(ΨaΨb)
(
Rcd − 1
4
GcdR
)
Ψ
c
(1 + γp)Ψ
d.
Specification of the curly curvature now allows evaluation of the curly-Ricci tensor, crucial to the
computation of the β-function to one loop [17]:
R(bd) =
2
(1 + 4Φ2)3
(
(3 + 16Φ4) δbd − 4 (3 + 32Φ2 + 16Φ4)ΦbΦd
)
. (B.34)
There is also the antisymmetric part of the curly-Ricci tensor,
R[bd] = DaSabd =
16
(1 + 4Φ2)3
εbdfΦf = −8 (detG) Eab . (B.35)
(We disagree here with the corresponding expressions of ref [13], and agree with [14]; we are grateful to L.
Palla for communicating to us this result before publication). Finally, there is the scalar curly-curvature:
R = 2
(1 + 4Φ2)2
(3− 4Φ2)2 = 2
(
4
1 + 4Φ2
− 1
)2
, (B.36)
with small and large field limits, 18 and 2, respectively. I.e. the curvature starts as a sphere of 18/r2, goes
to zero at Φ2 = 3/4, and stabilizes asymptotically to 2/r2 .
It goes without saying that full appreciation of this new geometry should hold the key to renormalization
of the dual models beyond one loop.
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